Responsiveness of solitario-parabrachial relay neurons to taste and mechanical stimulation applied to the oral cavity in rats.
A total of 311 units, responsive to natural stimulation of the oral cavity, were isolated from the rostral part of the solitary tract nucleus (NTS) of rats. Of these, 169 "taste neurons", activated by taste stimulation, and 142 mechanoreceptive units, exclusively sensitive to mechanical stimulation of the oral cavity, were found. Most taste units (62.3%) were also excited by mechanical stimulation. Forty-three (34.1%) of the 126 taste units examined were identified as solitario -parabrachial relay (SP) neurons by antidromic stimulation from the ipsilateral dorsal pons, while only eleven (12.6%) of the 87 mechano-receptive units were SP neurons. Taste SP neurons could be divided into two subgroups according to their antidromic latency; the fast SP units with an antidromic latency shorter than 9 ms and slow SP units with a longer antidromic latency. These two subgroups were not differentiated in any physiological properties except that the fast SP neurons were frequently excited by sucrose. Taste neurons were classified according to the best stimulus of the four basic taste solutions to produce the largest number of discharges in each neuron. All types of taste neurons were found among the SP and non-SP neurons, but only a small number of quinine-best neurons (n = 2) were found in the SP neuron group compared to the number of quinine-best neurons in the non-SP neuron group (n = 10). A histological examination of the recording sites revealed that taste relay neurons were found at the central or dorsal part of the nucleus but mechanoreceptive relay neurons were found at the peripheral part, although relay and non-relay neurons of either class were intermingled in the nucleus.